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ABSTRACT 
We define 1-uniform and strongly 1-uniform Hjelmslev planes (/-/-planes) 
to be the ordinary affine and projective planes. An n-uniform H-plane (n > 1) 
is an H-plane whose point neighborhoods allare (n -- l)-uniform affine H-planes. 
A strongly n-uniform H-plane (n > 1) is an n-uniform projective H-plane which 
collapses to a strongly (n -- D-uniform H-plane upon identifying maximally 
connected points (points joined by t lines). All uniform projective H-planes 
are strongly n-uniform with n = 1 or n = 2. It is proved that all Desarguesian 
projective H-planes are strongly n-uniform. Many nice intersection properties 
are given for n-uniform H-planes; strongly n-uniform H-planes atisfy a strong 
intersection property called "property A." It is proved that an n-uniform projec- 
tive H-plane 7r is strongly n-uniform if and only if 7r satisfies property A, and 
also if and only if ~r*, the dual of ~r, is n-uniform. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Uniform Hjelmslev planes have been studied by Kleinfeld [2], 
Li ineburg [5], and the author [1].* In  this paper, we study two general- 
izations of  the notion of  uniformity for finite Hjelmslev planes. 
Projective and affine Hjelmslev planes (H-planes) are generalizations 
[see Definitions 2.1 and 2.2] of  ordinary projective and affine planes. 
Two points of  an H-plane which are joined by more than one line are 
called neighbor points, and this neighbor elation for points is an equiv- 
alence relation. A uniform H-plane is either an ordinary affine or projective 
plane or an H-plane ~- which satisfies the following requirement: the 
incidence structure induced upon each equivalence class of  neighbor 
points of  7r is an ordinary affine plane. 
* B. Artmann has recently published two papers on uniform Hjelmslev planes [6], 
[7]. In [6] (Satz 4), Artmann obtains another characterization for the class of strongly 
n-uniform projective H-planes which are defined and investigated in this paper. 
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In Section 2, we investigate a generalization of uniformity called 
n-uniformity. The definition given for n-uniformity is an inductive one. 
A 1-uniform H-plane is a finite ordinary affine or projective plane. For 
n > 1, an n-uniform H-plane Definition 2.4] is an H-plane whose point 
neighborhoods are (n -  l)-uniform affine H-planes. In Section 3, we 
define [Definition 3.3] a subclass of n-uniform projective H-planes called 
strongly n-uniform H-planes. The class of strongly n-uniform /-/-planes 
includes the class lI of all finite uniform projective H-planes, and we prove 
[Theorem 5.4] that it also contains the class ~ of all finite Desarguesian 
projective H-planes. Then the class of strongly n-uniform projective 
H-planes is strictly larger than either lI or 3). 
Let zr be an n-uniform H-plane with invariants s and t. We prove 
[Proposition 2.2] that s = r ", t = r "-1 for some positive integer . Also, 
distinct lines of zr must meet in r i points for some non-negative integer 
i < n. Let P(~i)Q mean P and Q are joined by at least r i lines. I fP  E I n k 
and l lnk l=r  i ,then 
l n k -= {Q ~ I : Q(,~n - i)P}. 
I f  P is a point on/,  then the number of lines through P which meet I in r ~ 
or more points is r ~-~ for i = 1, 2,..., n. We also prove that (Hi) is an 
equivalence relation on points for all i and that the number of points Q 
satisfying Q(~i)P for any fixed point P is r 2~"-~) for all positive i ~ n. 
Finally, we prove that 7r satisfies the duals of most of the above properties. 
The definition of strongly n-uniform projective H-planes is also inductive, 
the strongly 1-uniform projective //-planes being the class of ordinary 
projective planes. Let ~r be an n-uniform projective H-plane with n >~ 2. 
Then ~1 is an incidence structure [see Definition 3.2] obtained from 7r 
by identifying points P and Q whenever P(~n -- 1)Q. A strongly n- 
uniform H-plane is an n-uniform projective H-plane 7r for which 7r 1 is 
strongly (n -- 1)-uniform. 
Let 7r be a strongly n-uniform projective //-plane. Define 7r I to be 
(zF-1) 1. Then [Proposition 3.2] 7F is a strongly (n -- /)-uniform projective 
H-plane for all i < n. Also there exists an epimorphism ~ from ~- onto zr i
which identifies points P and Q of rr if and only if P(~n -- i)Q. It is proved 
[Corollary 3.5] that two lines I and k of 7r intersect in r i or more points if 
and only if to each point P of each line there corresponds a point Q of the 
other line such that P(~-d)Q. Finally, we prove [Proposition 3.6] that all 
strongly n-uniform H-planes have the following property: 
Property A. Let l, k, P, Q be lines and points of ~- such that 
I lnk [  =r  ~, P~lnk ,  Qe l - -k ,  P(~j)Q, P (~ j -k  1)Q, j <n- i .  
Then there is a point R on k such that Q(~i -k j)R. There is no point R 
on k such that Q(~-4 -b j -t- 1)R. 
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In Section 4, we prove two major results: an n-uniform projective 
H-plane is strongly n-uniform [Theorem 4.2] if and only if it has property A; 
an n-uniform projective H-plane 7r is strongly n-uniform [Theorem 4.7] if 
and only if the dual of ~- is n-uniform. Intuitively, Theorem 4.7 says that a 
projective //-plane which has nice neighborhood structures has a nice 
global structure. Finally, Theorems 4.2 and 4.7 allow us to give two 
additional characterizations of strongly n-uniform H-planes as projective 
H-planes which satisfy certain incidence requirements [Corollary 4.4 and 
Theorem 4.7A]. 
Throughout he paper we utilize the convention that capital letters 
represent points, lower case letters represent lines. We write l1 n k j 
to mean cardinality of the set of points which are incident both with l and 
with k. 
2. n-UNIFORM H-PLANES 
As a convenience to the reader and for the benefit of later reference, we 
include the following definitions for projective and affine H-planes: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ~r be an incidence structure with incidence relation e. 
Points P and Q are said to be neighbor and one writes P o Q in ease there 
exist distinct lines l, k such that P, Q e I and P, Q ~ k. The same notation and 
the dual definition are used for neighbor lines. One calls 7r a "projective 
H-plane" i f  the following six conditions hold: 
(2.1) Whenever P and Q are points of rr, there exists at least one line 1 
with P, Q e l. 
(2.2) The dual of(2.1) holds in ~r. 
(2.3) l f  h, k, l are concurrent lines such that h o k and k o 1, then h o L 
(2.4) l f  h o k; l ~ h; R e h, 1; and Q e k, l; then R o Q. 
(2.5) l f  P o Q; R ;J P; P, R e l; and Q, R ~ k; then l o k. 
(2.6) There exist points P1, P2 , P3 , P4 such that P~ ;~ Ps and PiPj ~ PiP~ 
whenever i, k, k are all distinct. (Here PiP~ denotes the unique line 
joining Pi and Pj .) 
It is well known that conditions (2.3)-(2.6) in the above definition are 
equivalent to the following two conditions: 
(2.7) The neighbor elations are equivalence relations on points and 
lines. 
(2.8) There exists an epimorphism ~b from 7r to an ordinary projective 
plane ~ such that ~b(e) = ~b(Q) if and only if e 9 Q; ~b(l) = ~b(k) 
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if and only if l o k; and ~b(P) lies on ~b(l) if and only if P has a 
neighbor point on L 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let zr be an incidence structure with incidence relation E. 
Suppose an equivalence r lation parallel (denoted by [D is defined on the lines 
of zr. Points P and Q are said to be neighbor in case they are joined by two 
or more distinct lines. Lines I and k are said to be neighbor if to each point 
of each line corresponds a neighbor point incident with the other line. One 
calls rr an "affine H-plane" if rr satisfies (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) and the following 
five additional conditions: 
(2.9) I f  P o Q and Q o R, then P o R. 
(2.10) There exist points P1, P2 , P3 such that Pi ~ PJ and PiPj ~ PiP~ 
whenever i, j, k are all distinct. 
(2.11) Let R e l, k. Then 1 n k = R if and only if l ;5 k. 
(2.I2) I fhN k and lh ~ l[ = 1, then t k n l i  = 1. 
(2.13) Given P and l, there exists exactly one line k such that P ~ k and 
klll. 
Liineburg [5, Satz 2.2] has proved that the neighbor elations are 
equivalence relations for affine H-planes. Further, he has proved 
[5, Satz 2.6] that the equivalence classes of points and lines of an affine 
//-plane ~-, together with the induced incidence relation, constitute an 
ordinary affine plane ~ 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let P be a point of an H-plane rr. We define P to be 
the following incidence structure. The points of P are the points Q of ~r such 
that Q o P. The lines of P are the non-empty point sets 1 e ~ I n P, I being 
a line of zr. Incidence is given by inclusion. 
DEHNITION 2.4. We define a 1-uniform aJ~ne (projective) H-plane to be 
a finite ordinary affine (projective)plane. We call a finite affine or projective 
H-plane "n-uniform" (n ~ 2) provided that 
(2.14) P is an (n -- 1)-uniform affine H-plane for each point P in zr. 
(2.15) For each P, every line l P is the restriction of the same number of 
lines from zr. 
The following theorem giving two invariants for H-planes was proved 
by Kleinfeld [2] for projective H-planes and by Liineburg [5, Satz 2.11] 
for affine H-planes. 
THEOREM 2.1. In a finite H-plane zr, projective or affine, the number of 
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points on any line which are neighbors of any f ixed point on that line is an 
invariant . The number of points on a line is also an invariant of rr. Denote 
this number by s i f  7r is affine; by s q- t i f  rr is a projective H-plane. The 
following properties hold: 
(2.16) Each point (each line) of  7r has t 2 neighbor points (neighbor lines). 
(2.17) Eaeh point of Tr lies on s q- t lines. The number of lines through a 
given point P which are neighbor to a f ixed line through P is t. 
(2.18) The order of ~ the ordinary affine or projective plane associated 
with 7r, is sit. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 7r be an n-uniform projective or affine H-plane. 
Then rr satisfies the following properties: 
(1) There exists a positive integer such that s = r ~, t = r ~-1. 
(2) Distinct intersecting neighbor lines of rr meet in r i points for some 
integer i such that 1 ~ i ~ n -- 1. 
(3) The dual of  (2) holds in rr. 
(4) I f  P ~ l, the number of lines through P which intersect l in r ~ or more 
points is r~-~ for i ---- 1, 2 ..... n. 
(5) The dual of (4) holds in rr, 
We write " 'P(~i)Q" and read "P  is/-equivalent to Q" to mean P is joined 
to Q by exactly r ~ lines; we write "P(~t')Q" and read "P  is at 
least/-equivalent to Q" to mean P is joined to Q by r ~ or more lines. 
(6) (Hi) is an equivalence relation on points for i = O, 1 , . ,  n. 
(7) The following conditions imply ] lnk l  > 1: R, Q E1; R, S ~ k; 
R(~i )Q;  Q(~i  + 1)S; i -~ 0, 1 ..... or n - 1. 
(8) Let P(~-i)Q with 0 <~ i ~ n -- 1. Then i f  l is a line joining P to Q, 
P and Q are joined by exactly those lines k through P which satisfy 
l lnkI ~>r "-i. 
(9) The dual of (8). Let I l n g l = r~ with O ~ i <~n- -1 .  Then i f  
Pe lng ,  lng  ={Q~l :  Q(~n- i )P} .  
(10) I f  P is any point of Tr, the number of points Q of rr such that Q(~i )P  
is r z~n-i) for i = l, 2,..., n. 
( l l )  The dual of  (10) holds for  projective n-uniform H-planes. 
NOTr. The proofs given below will show that any affine or projective 
H-plane satisfying (1)-(6) also satisfies (8)-(10); any projective H-plane 
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satisfying (1)-(16) satisfies (11). This information is used in several of  the 
proofs of Section 4. 
Proof. We use induction to prove (1). Clearly (1) is true if ~" is 1- 
uniform. Then let n ~> 2. Let P be a point of 7r, and let s', t '  be the 
invariants for P. Since P is an (n -  1)-uniform affine H-plane, the 
induction assumption implies that there exists an r such that s '  = r "-1, 
t '  = r ~-2. Then the number of points on each line of P is t = s'  = r ~-1. 
By (2.17), each point P of 7r is incident with (s -k t)/t = (s/t) -k 1 sets of 
neighbor lines of  rr. Also P is incident with (r"-l/r '~-z) + 1 = r + 1 sets 
of  neighbor lines of P. Then (s/t) § 1 = r -k 1, so s = rt = r'h Then (1) 
holds in ~r. 
Condition (2) is satisfied trivially if n = 1. We proceed by induction. 
Let l, k be distinct neighbor lines of 7r meeting in a point P. By the 
induction assumption, either /e = k e, or I F n k e I ---- r i where i is an 
integer such that 1 ~< i ~< n --  2. Then ] l n k I = ri where i is a positive 
integer less than n, i.e., (2) holds in zr. 
I f  n > 1, the ( r " - l - F  r "-~) lines of P which are incident with any 
point Q of P are restrictions of (r '~ -}- r '~-1) lines of  7r. By (2.15), each line 
of  P is the restriction of  exactly r lines of ~r. Condition (3) is clearly 
satisfied if n = 1. Assume n ~> 2, and let P and Q be distinct neighbor 
points of zr. By induction, we may assume that P and Q are joined by 
r i l ines of  P for somei=0,1  .... ,n - -2 .  In 7r, P and Q are joined by 
r i+1 lines, so (3) holds in lr. 
The induction proofs of (4), (5), and (6) are all routine. To prove (7), 
we introduce the following notation: K0 = zr, K1 = ~, K2 = K, etc. Let 
R, Q, S, l, k, i satisfy the assumptions of (7). Let q denote I n R~. Then q 
and ~k intersect in R. Also il and ~k are neighbor lines in R~, because R 
and Q are joined by exactly one line of/~ i and Q and S are neighbors in R~. 
Then[ Ink[  >~ [ i l c~ ik l  > 1. 
We prove (9) by induction on i. Our induction statement for i is that (9) 
holds and that l n h D {Q e l : Q(~-,n - i)P} whenever P s I n h and 
] l n h I >~ r ~- Clearly the induction statement is satisfied for i = 0. Assume 
that it is satisfied fo r i~<j fo rsomej<n- -  1. Let ~ ={P~ .... , P~}be 
the set of points Pk of l such that Pk(,-m - - j )P .  By (5), c~ = r ~. Since 
we are assuming that (9) is satisfied whenever i ~ j ,  l n h C ~ whenever h
is a line through P for which [ l n h I ~< rJ- By (4), the number of  lines h 
through P such that I l n h I > r~ is fl = r~-~-L Then these fi lines must all 
contain every Q ~ l such that Q(_n  - j - 1)P. By the second part of the 
induction assumption, these fi lines must all contain every Q ~ l such 
that Q(~n - j )P .  Then they all contain all Q e l such that Q(Nn - - j - -  1)P. 
Thus the second part of the induction statement is true for i = j -t- 1. Now 
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let h be a line through P such that [ 1 r h [ = r j+x. Since there are r j+x 
points Q ~ l satisfying Q(~n- j -  1)P, h can contain no additional 
points of  L Thus the first part  of  the induction statement is true for 
i = j  + 1. The induction and the proof  of  (9) are complete. The truth of  
(8) is a corollary to (9). 
Next we prove the truth of (10). By (2.17) and (i), P lies on r ~ + r ~-x 
lines. Then by (5), the number  of points Q such that Q(~j )P  is 
(r ~ + r ' - l ) (r  ~-~ _ r.-r162 = r2(.-J~ _ r2(.-~-1) 
for j = 1, 2,..., n -- 1. Then, if i < n, the number  of points Q of 7r such 
that Q(~i )P  is 
1 + ~ (r 2("-~ - -  r 2('*-J-1~) = r 2("-i~. 
j=i 
This completes the proo f  of  (10) when i < n, and (10) is clearly true if 
i = n. The truth of (11) follows by the dual of the above argument. 
3. STRONGLY n-UNIFORM H-PLANES 
We begin with some notation and definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let rr be an H-plane with invariants = r", t = r '*-1. 
Let P, Q be points o f  rr; l, k be lines o f  zr. we Write "P (~ i ) l "  and read 
"P  is at least i-equivalent to l "  to mean that I contains a point Q for  which 
P(,-~i)Q, i.e., to which P is joined by at least r ~ lines. "P (~ i ) l "  will mean 
P (~ i ) l  and P(,./~i + 1)l. " l (~ i )k"  will mean that, for  each P in l, there is 
a Q in k such that P (~ i )Q  and that, for  each Q in k, there is a P in l such 
that Q(~i )P .  The reader can supply the definition for  "l( ~ i )k . "  
DEFINITION 3.2. Let rr be an H-plane with invariants ~ r% t ~- r ~-x 
with n ~ 2. Let (~n -- 1) be an equivalence r lation on points. We define an 
incidence structure zr x as follows. The points o f  zr 1 are the subsets o f  the 
points o f  rr o f  the form pl ~ {Q ~ 7r : Q(~n - 1)P}. Regard the lines o f  rr 
as subsets o f  points o f  rr. Define the lines o f  zr 1 to be subsets o f  points o f  rr 
o f  the form 
11= U h. 
h(~n--1) I 
Define incidence by the rule p1 1 l I i f  and only i f  l p1 c~ l 1 [ :fi O. 
Let 2 <~ i <~ n -- 1. Suppose that 7r i-1 is an H-plane such that (zr~-l) 1 is 
582/9/3-4 
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defined by Definition 3.2. Then we define 77" i to be (Tri-:t)~; we write P~ for  
(pi-1)l and l i for  (li-1)L We also write 1r ~ for  7r, po for  P, and l ~ for  l. 
DEFINITION 3.3. We define a strongly 1-uniform projective H-plane to be 
a finite ordinary projective plane. An n-uniform projective H-plane (n ~ 2) 
is called strongly n-uniform provided that 
(3.1) zr I is a strongly (n -- 1)-uniform projective H-plane, and 
(3.2) l i = k i i f  and only if[ 1 ~ k ] ~ rn-i for all i = 1, 2 ..... n -- 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let zr be an affine or projective H-plane with invariants 
s ---- r '~, t = r ~-~. I f (~n -- 1) is an equivalence relation on thepoints of~r, 
then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) p1 "[- l 1. 
(2) ]p i l l [  >0 .  
The proof  of Lemma 3.1 is trivial; we state the lemma for benefit of  
future reference. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let zr be a strongly n-uniform projective H-plane. 
The following statements are true for  all i ~ n. 
(1) zr i is a strongly (n --  O-uniform projective H-plane. 
(2) The natural map 99 ~ f rom ~r to zr i is an epimorphism. 
(3) I f  sg and t~ are the invariants for  zr t, then s, = r n-~, t, ~ r n-~-l. 
Proof. The truth of (1) is clear. Let n ~ 2, and let 99 be the map from 
zr to za defined by 99(P) ~-- p1, 99(/) ~ p. Clearly 99 is onto, and P ~ l 
implies 99(P)1 99(/). Then 99 is an epimorphism. Since 99i is just the 
composition of i such epimorphisms, 99' is itself an epimorphism. 
Last, we prove the truth of  (3). Let I be any line of  ~r. By Theorem 2.1, 
(s -k t) points lie on l. By Proposition 2.2 (5), these (s -k t) points have 
(s -k t)/r descendants on P. By Lemma 3.1, 1 1 contains only these (s -k t)/r 
points. Let sl = b'~-L Then 
b n-1 -k b ~-~ = s~ -k tl = (s -k t)/r = r ~-~ -k r ~-2. 
Then b ~-- r; so sl = r '~-1, and fi ---- r n-~. By induction, s~ = r n-~, and 
t i ~ rn--i -1. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let zr be a strongly n-uniform projective H-plane. 
Then for  j 1, 2,..., n -- 1, we have: 
(1) When i < n - - j ,  P~(~i)Q~ if  and only i f  P (~ i )Q;  PJ = Q~ if  and 
only i f  P (~n -- j )Q.  
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(2) When i < n -- .L P (~ i )  k j i f  and only i f  l (~ i )k ;  P = k ~ i f  and only 
i f  l(,~n -- j )k.  
In order to prove Proposit ion 3.3 and also for the proofs of Section 4, 
we need the following 
LEMMA 3.4. Let or be a projective H-plane which satisfies conditions 
(1)-(7) of  Proposition 2.2. Assume also that for  all lines l, k o f  or, 11 = k 1 
i f  and only i f  I I~  k l~  r ~-1. Then or satisfies conclusion (1) of  
Proposition 3.3 in the special case that j = 1. 
Proof  Assume P(~i )Q  with i < n --  1. Let m = r 2. Let P1 ..... P,~ 
denote the points of or for which P(~n -- 1) Pk ; Q1 ..... Qm, the points 
for  which Q(~n ~ 1) Qh. That m is the correct number  is a consequence 
of  Proposit ion 2,2 (10) and the note following Proposit ion 2.2. By 
Proposit ion 2.2 (6), Pk(~-~i) Qh for all k, h. Each line connecting a P~ to 
a Qn connects r P~'s to r Q~'s, hence makes r2 connections. Then the number  
of  such lines is r ~+2. Each line I has an image 11 which is incident with p1 
and Q1, by Lemma 3.1, no other line does. To see that each line of or1 is the 
image of r ~ lines of  or, use Proposit ion 2.2 (11) in conjunction with the 
assumption that 11 = k 1 if and only if I l n k [ ~ r n-1. Then the number  
of  P joining P~ to Q1 is r i. This establishes conclusion (1) of  Proposit ion 3.3 
in case j  = 1. 
Proof  of  Proposition 3.3. Apply induction and Lemma 3.4 to conclude 
that (1)holds for arbitraryj .  Part  (2) is a corollary to (1). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let or be a strongly n-uniform projective H-plane. Then 
l (~ i )k  i f  and only if[ l n k [ = ri for  all i = 0, 1 ..... n - -  1. 
Proof  Let 1 ~< j ~< n --  1. By Proposit ion 3.3, l(,,~n - - j )k  if and only 
i f  P = U which, by 3.2, is true if  and only if [ I c~ k [ ~ r ~-~'. Then 
(for 1 ~ i ~< n --  1) l (~ i )k  if and only i f r  i ~< [ l c~ k I < r ~+1, i.e., if and 
only if [ I c~ k [ = r i. The case i = 0 follows f rom the truth of the cases 
i~0.  
DEFINITION 3.4. Let zr be an affine or projective H-plane with s = r '~, 
t = r '~-1. We say that or has "property A" provided that Q(~i  + j )k  
whenever P, Q, I, k are points and lines o f  or satisfying the following require- 
ments: ] l n k t = ri, P ~ l c~ k, Q ~ l - k, and P (~ j )Q  with 0 ~ j < n -- i. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. All  strongly n-uniform projective H-planes have 
property A. 
Proof  We give a proof  using induction on n. Clearly the proposit ion 
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is true for n = 1. Let n ~ 2, and assume that P, Q, I, k satisfy all the 
appropriate assumptions. We want to prove that Q(~_~i q- j)k. We consider 
three cases. I f  j=n- -1 ,  then i must be 0. Since Q(~n-1)P ,  
Q(~n-1)k .  Since Q~k,  Q(~n- -1 )k ;  but n - -1  ~ i+ j .  Second, 
consider the case i = n -- 1. Then j must be 0; and l 1 must equal k 1. 
Then QI-[ k 1, so Q(~n-  1)k. Since Q ~ k, Q(~n-  1)k; and again 
n - -  1 = i+ j .  Third, consider the case i<n- -  1, j<n- -  1. By 
Corollary 3.5, l(~i)k. By Proposition 3.3 (2), P(~i )k  1. A second use of 
Corollary 3.5 yields I l 1 n k 1 [ = r !  By Proposition 3.3 (1), pl (~j )  Q1. 
I f j  < n - 1 - i, Proposition 2.2 (9) implies that Q1 T. k 1, and we may 
apply the induction hypothesis to conclude that Ql(~i  + j )k  1. From 
Proposition 3.3 (1), we conclude that Q(~ i q-j)k, i f  j - - - -n - - i -  1, 
Proposition 2.2 (9) implies Q1 1 k 1. Then Q(,~n ~ 1)k; and n -- 1 ---- i q- j. 
This completes the induction and the proof of Proposition 3.6. 
4. CONDITIONS WHICH ARE EQUIVALENT TO STRONG n-UNIFORMITY 
We begin by examining some conditions that are sufficient to imply 
n-uniformity. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let zr be an affine or projective H-plane satisfying 
conditions (1)-(6) of Proposition 2.2 and possessing property A. Then zr is 
n-uniform. 
Proof. Let zr be an affine or projective H-plane satisfying the seven 
stated assumptions. I f n = 1, t = 1, so ~r is clearly 1-uniform. Assume 
then that n ~ 2. By (4) of Proposition 2.2, each line of each P is the 
restriction of exactly r lines of zr. Thus, to prove that zr is n-uniform, it is 
sufficient o show that each P is an (n - -  1)-uniform affine H-plane. 
To prove that each P is an affine H-plane, we will define an equivalence 
relation "parallel" on the lines of P and show that conditions (2.1), (2.4), 
(2.5), and (2.9)-(2.13) hold in P. Clearly (2.1) is satisfied. Setting i = 2 in 
(6) shows that P satisfies (2.9). 
Next we verify that (2.11) holds in P. Let I and k intersect in a point R 
of P, and assume l e o M'. Then each point of/p is joined to some point o fk  i~ 
by two or more lines of P, hence by r 2 or more lines of 7r. By (5), there 
exists a point of 1P which is joined to R by exactly r lines of zr. 
By property A, [ lnk [  > 1, so [ l  Fnk  P[ > 1. Next, assume 
[l e n k el > 1. Then lok .  I f l  e = k e , l e o k P. If l e--;e k e, let Q be any 
point of l P - -  k P. The s lines through Q which are not neighbor to I are also 
not neighbor to k; hence they must all meet k in a point of k e --  l e. Since 
there are fewer than t = sir such points, one of them, say S, must be 
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joined to Q by more than r lines of 7r. Then S and Q are joined by more 
than one line of P. Similarly, each point of k e is neighbor to some point 
o fF .  Then l e o k e. Thus P satisfies (2.11). 
To verify that P satisfies (2.5), one uses the fact that 7r has property A
together with the fact that P satisfies (2.1 I). Next, we verify (2.4). Let Q 
and R be points of P, and h e, k e, l e be lines of P such that h e o k P, F ~ h e, 
R ~ h e n l e, and Q ~ k e n l e. Then there exists a point S of h such that Q 
and S are joined by at least r 2 lines of ~-. If  Q were joined to R by fewer 
than r 2 lines of 7r, then property A would imply I I n h I > 1, which would 
imply F o h e, a contradiction. Then Q and R are neighbors in P. We have 
established (2.4). 
Next we verify (2.10). Let/,  k be lines of 7r such that l n k = P. Let R 
and S be points of P such that R ~ 1, S e k, and such that P is joined to R 
and S each by exactly r lines of rr. By (6), R(~I)S.  By property A, R(~I)S.  
Then in P, each pair of points from {P, R, S} are joined by exactly one line. 
Let g be a line joining R and S, and assume gl, o l e. Then I g n l[ ) r, 
and g o L Let h be any line through S which is not neighbor to g. Then 
h ~/ ,  hence [h n I I ~ 1. LiJneburg [5, Satz 2.6, III] has proved that two 
non-intersecting lines are neighbors if one has a point neighbor to a point 
of the other. Then [ h c~ II = 1, say h n l = Sh. If  Sh z R, then h and l 
would be neighbors. Since h z / ,  Sn o R. Since Sh ~ g C~/, the s lines 
through S which are not neighbor to g meet l in a set of at most (t -- r) 
points. At least one of these points Sh then must satisfy Sn(~2)S. Since 
S(%2)P, property A implies II ~ k I>  1. This contradiction implies 
ge ~ l e. Similarly, gP ~ k e. Then {P, R, S} satisfy (2.10). 
Let ~o,  ~1 .... , ~ be the neighbor classes of  lines of ~" which have 
non-empty intersections with P. For each ~,  select lines g~ and h~ such 
that g~ e ~ and ( g~ n hi) is a single point of rr which is not neighbor to P. 
Then it is easy to prove that every line of ~i intersects ht in a single point. 
We define two lines l P and k e to be parallel in P (and write l e II k P) if and 
only if I and k belong to the same ~ and 
(l n h~)(~n - -  1)(k c~ h~). 
We will show that parallel is a well-defined relation on the lines of P. 
Let (11) e = 1 e, (kO e = k P. Clearly 11, kl e Si if l, k e Si. Let l n hi = Q, 
/1 n h~ = R. By property A,  Q(~n - 1) 11. Let S be a point of/1 such 
that Q(~'~n-  1)S. If  Q( , - /~n-  1)R, property A would imply that 
J/1 n hil > 1. Then Q(~n - 1)R. Clearly 
ql n h , ) (~n - 1)(kl n h3. 
Then (11) e II (kl) P, and parallel is a well-defined relation on lines of P. It is 
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easy to verify that parallel is an equivalence relation and that P satisfies 
(2.13). 
Finally, we verify that P satisfies (2.12). Let h e, k P, l P be lines of P such 
that h PITk e and [h Pn l  P[ = 1. Thenhok ,  and h~l .  Thenk~l ,  so 
I k n l [ ~< 1. Li ineburg's result implies I k c~ II = 1, since (h n / )  is a 
point which is neighbor to a point of k. I f  the point (k c~/) were not 
neighbor to P, then k and I would be neighbors. Then I k P c~ F [ = 1. 
Thus P satisfies (2.12), and P is an affine H-plane. 
It is easy to see that P satisfies conditions (1)-(6) of  Proposit ion 2.2 and 
possesses property A, with (n - -  1) replacing n in each of  the seven con- 
ditions. By the induction assumption, P is an (n -  1)-uniform affine 
H-plane. Then 7r is an n-uniform affine H-plane. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 7r be an n-uniform projective H-plane. Then rr is 
strongly n-uniform if and only if  7r has property A. 
Proof. Hal f  the theorem is contained in Proposit ion 3.6. To prove the 
converse, assume that ~- is an n-uniform projective H-plane with 
proper tyA ,  n )2 .  Let [ l c~k l  = r~, i<n.  LetPe l~k ,  and le t  Qbe  
any point of l - -  k. By Proposit ion 2.2 (9), P(~'-~j)Q for some j < n - i. 
Then by property A, Q(~i  + j)k. Clearly l (~i)k.  Since there are points 
Q on l - k satisfying Q(~O)P, l(~-i)k. We have 
(4.1) l (~i )k  if and only if [ I c~ k I = r ~ when i < n. 
Next we prove 
(4.2) Pl('~i) Q1 if and only i fP(~' i)Q when i < n - -  t; p1 = Q1 if and 
only i fP (~-n  - -  1 )Q;  
and 
(4.3) I ll c) k 1 [ = r t if and only if I I c3 k [ = r ~ when i < n --  1; 
11 = k 1 if and only if [ l c~ k I ~> r ~-1. 
The truth of (4.2) follows immediately from Lemma 3.4 with the aid of 
(4.1). An easy argument using (4.1), (4.2), and Lemma 3.1 establishes the 
truth of (4.3). 
Next we prove: 
(4.4) if p1 T l 1, then P a P. 
Let p1 ]- p. Then there are points Q, R on l such that Q@-m - 1)P and 
R(,"4))Q. Let k be the unique line joining P and R. By property A, 
] l n k I >~ r "-1. By (4.1), l (~n -- 1)k; hence k C l 1. Then P ~ l 1. 
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We continue our proof  of  Theorem 4.2 by stating and proving the 
following 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 7r be a projective H-plane which satisfies conditions 
(1)-(6) of Proposition 2.2 as well as (4.1)-(4.4). Then 7r i is a projective 
H-plane satisfying conditions (1)-(6) of Proposition 2.2. 
Proof. We will prove that zr 1 is a projective H-plane by showing 
that zr I satisfies conditions (2.1), (2.2), (2.7), and (2.8). Clearly conditions 
(2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. By 4.2 (4.3), it is true that p1 and Q1 (l 1 and 
k 1) are neighbors in ~1 if and only if P and Q (l and k) are neighbors in zr. 
Then the fact that zr satisfies conditions (2.7) and (2.8) allows one to prove 
that ~r 1 does also. Hence zr 1 is a projective H-plane. 
Let s i ,  t~ be the invariants for ~a. Using Lemma 3.1 and Proposit ion 2.2 
(1) and (5), we see that the number of  points on each line of zr 1 
is (s q- t)/r ---- r '~-i + r n-2 = si -+- t i .  Using (4.2) and Proposit ion 2.2 (5),we 
see that tl ---- r ~-2, hence that sl = r ~-1. Thus rr I satisfies Proposit ion 2.2 (1). 
That 7r ~ satisfies conditions (2) and (3) of Proposit ion 2.2 is an immediate 
consequence of (4.2) and (4.3). 
Let p1] - l  1. We assume without loss of  generality that P ~ L Let 
i ~< n - -  2. We want to find the number of  lines k I through p1 which 
intersect P in r ~ or more points. By (4.4), we will find all such k 1 even if we 
restrict ourselves to lines k of  r which contain P. By (4.3) and 
Proposit ion 2.2 (4), the number  of  lines k through P for which [ k ~ n P [ >/ r  ~ 
is r ~-r By (4.1) and Proposit ion 2.2 (4), the number  of  such k giving rise to 
a given k 1 is r. Then the number  of k 1 through p1 with [ k I t~ l I 1 >/r* 
is rn-*/r----r ~-i-r Then ~r i satisfies condition (4) of Proposit ion 2.2. 
(The case i = n - -  1 in condition (4) is true, because no two distinct lines 
of ~.1 may intersect in more than t 1 = r ~-2 points.) By a similar argument, 
one sees that 7r 1 also satisfies condition (5). Condition (6) follows imme- 
diately f rom (4.2). This completes the proof  of Lemma 4.3. 
We return to the proof  of  Theorem 4.2. Assuming that rr is an n-uniform 
projective H-plane with property A, we now know that rr I is a projective 
H-plane satisfying conditions (1)-(6) of Proposit ion 2.2. That  rr 1 has 
property A is a consequence of  (4.2), (4.3), and the fact that ~r has 
property A. Then, by Proposit ion 4.1, rr 1 is an (n - -  1)-uniform projective 
H-plane with property A. We may use induction to assume that ~r 1 is 
strongly (n -  1)-uniform. (To begin the induction, simply observe that 
1-uniform projective H-planes are strongly 1-uniform by definition.) 
To conclude that ~- is strongly n-uniform, we still must verify that 7r 
satisfies (3.2). By (4.1), P = k ~ if and only if [ l c~ k [ ~> r '~-1. Since ~.1 
is strongly (n - -  1)-uniform, (P)r = (kl) ~ if and only if I l 1 n k 1 I /> r '~-1-~ 
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for all i---- 1, 2,..., n -  2. Then, by (4.3), l i+1= k i+l if and only if 
I l n k I ~ r~-t-1 for all i ----- 1, 2 ..... n - -  2. Then l i ~- k i if and only if 
] l n k I ~ r ~-~ for all i = 1, 2,..., n - -  1. Then ~- satisfies (3.2), hence is 
strongly n-uniform. This completes the proof  of Theorem 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.4. A projective H-plane is strongly n-uniform if and only 
if it has property A and satisfies conditions (1)-(6) of Proposition 2.2. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 7r be an affine or projective H-plane satisfying 
conditions (1)-(6) of Proposition 2.2 and possessing property A. Then zr 
satisfies the dual of property A. 
Proof. Let L(~i)K;  L, K be points of p;  q be a line through Lwhich 
does not contain K; I P n q I = rJ; i q- j < n. We want to show that there 
is a line m through Ksuch  that 1 m n q I = ri+~ and also that I h n q I ~< r TM 
for every line h through K. Property A implies K(~i  q-j)q. Let h be any 
line through K which contains a point B of q. Property A implies that 
I h n q [ = r i+j-k where k is given by B(~k)K.  Then [ h n q ] ~ ri+J. 
Let B be any point of  q which is not neighbor to K. Then if m is the line 
connecting B and K, [ m n q I = r ~+~. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. The dual of a strongly n-uniform projective H-plane is 
also a strongly n-uniform projective H-plane. 
Proof. Let ~- be a strongly n-uniform projective H-plane whose dual 
is ~-*. Using the second definition given for projective H-planes, it is easy 
to see that ~-* is a projective H-plane. Let s*, t* be the invariants for 7r*, 
and s = r '~, t = r '~-1, the invariants for zr. By (2.16), each point of zr 
has t ~ neighbors, and each line of 7r* has (t*) ~ neighbors. Then 
t* = t = r n-1. By Theorem 2.1, each line of zr contains (s -}- t) points, 
and each point of ~r* lies on (s* -k t*) lines. Then s* = s = r '~. Then ~-* 
satisfies condition (1) o f  Proposit ion 2.2. Conditions (2) and (3) are dual 
to each other, and conditions (4) and (5) are dual to each other. Then zr* 
also satisfies these four conditions. 
By Proposit ion 3.6, ~r has property A. Then ~- satisfies (4.1). Then 
l (~i)k if and only if I I n k I ~ r i for i ---- 0, 1,..., n. Since (~ i )  is an 
equivalence relation on the points of 7r, (~ i )  is an equivalence relation 
on the lines of zr. Then the relation of intersecting in at least r ~ points is 
an equivalence relation on the lines of ~'. Then (~-4) is an equivalence 
on the points of ~r*, i.e., 7r* satisfies condition (6) of  Proposit ion 2.2. 
By Lemma 4.5, ~-* has property A. By Corollary 4.4, zr* is strongly 
n-uniform. 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let rr be an n-uniform projective H-plane. Then rr is 
strongly n-unifol~ if and only i f  ~r*, the dual of rr, is an n-uniform projective 
H-plane. 
Proof. I f  ~r is strongly n-uniform, Proposit ion 4.6 states that 7r* is a 
strongly n-uniform projective H-plane. 
Conversely, assume that rr and rr* are both n-uniform. Since ~r* must 
then satisfy conditions (6) and (7) of Proposit ion 2.2, ~- must satisfy the 
duals of  these two conditions. Thus ~r must satisfy (4.5) and (4.6): 
(4.5) The relation of  intersecting in at least r i points is an equivalence 
relation on lines for i = 0, 1 ..... n. 
(4.6) The following conditions imply P o Q : P E/, h; Q ~ k, h; 
[ lnh[  =r i ,  l l c~k[  ~> r~§ i = 0, 1 ..... o rn - -  1. 
We proceed by induction on n to prove: any projective H-plane which 
satisfies (4.5) and (4.6) as well as conditions (1)-(7) of  Proposit ion 2.2 is 
strongly n-uniform. The induction statement is clearly true if n = 1. 
Let rr be a projective H-plane satisfying (4.5), (4.6), and conditions 
(1)-(7) (of Proposit ion 2.2.), n ~> 2. In order to apply Lemma 4.3, we 
prove that rr satisfies (4.1)-(4.4). We prove first that rr satisfies (4.1). 
Let / ,  k be any lines of  7r such that I l n k I = r~ < r n, and let P be any 
point on L We want to show that P(~-j)k. Let h be any line through P 
such that jh~l l  =r  *<rCThen lhnk l  =r  ~ by (4.5). Let Qbeany  
point of h n k. By (4.6), Q o P. By condition (4), the number  of lines h 
through P meeting l in r * points, i.e., the number of  lines through P 
meeting k in r i points, is r n-~ - -  r "-~-1 for i = 1, 2 ..... j - -  1; for i = 0, 
the number  is r ~. Let N be the number of  points o fk  which are neighbor 
to P, each point being counted as many times as there are lines joining it 
to P. Then 
J -1  
N ~ r ~ + ~ ri(r '~-~ - -  r~-i-z), 
iffil 
i.e., 
(4.7) N >~ r" + ( j  - -  1)(r" - -  r"-l).  
Suppose P(~_m)k. Then, by conditions (5) and (6), 
q'n--1 
N = r "-m" r ~ + Z ri( r"-i -- r"-~-l) - -  rn + (in --  1)(r" - -  r"-Z). 
i= l  
By (4.7), m >/ j .  We have proved that 
(4.8) I l c~ k I = rJ implies l(,-~j)k. 
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Let l be any line of zr and M, P, any non-neighbor points incident with/. 
Let h be any line through P such that h z / .  Let k be any line through M 
such that k(~j) l ,  j ~ 1. Then k o / ,  hence k ~ h. Then Q --  k n h is 
well-defined. Since k(~j)l, Q(~j)L Then Q(~j)P, or condition (7) would 
imply h o/ .  Then Q o P, hence Q z M. Then k is completely determined 
by M and its point Q of intersection with h. By condition (5), there exist 
exactly rn-j points Q of h such that Q(~j)P. Then there exist at most r '~-j 
lines k through M such that k(~j)l.  But there exist exactly r'~-j lines k 
through M such that I k n 11 ~ rJ; and, by (4.8), every one of these 
r '~-~ lines satisfies k(~j)l. Then k(~j ) l  if and only if [ k n 11 ~ rC Then, 
i f j  ~ 1, k(~j ) l i fand only if[ k n I I = rC But k (~0) l i f  and only i fk  ~/ ,  
which is true if and only if L k n I I = 1 -~ r ~ This completes the proof 
of(4.1). 
Next we observe that zr satisfies (4.2), as a consequence of Lemma 3.4 
and of (4.1). That ~r satisfies (4.3) follows by duality. To use duality, 
observe that (4.1) implies that the construction of zr 1 is symmetric in 
treatment of points and lines. 
Finally, we prove that 7r satisfies (4.4). Let P1T 11. Then P(~n -- 1)/. 
Let Q be a point of l such that Q(~O)P. Consider the r lines kl ..... k, 
through Q which satisfy I ki n 11 ~ r ~-1. By (4.1), k~(~n -- 1)L Each of 
these r lines contains r points which are at least (n -- 1)-equivalent to P. 
These r ~ points are distinct. By Proposition 2.2 (10), they exhaust all the 
points R for which R(~n -- 1)P. In particular, they include P, so P ~ k~ 
where k~ 1 = 11. We have proved that P ~ l 1. Thus zr satisfies (4.4). 
By Lemma 4.3, ~r 1 is a projective H-plane satisfying conditions (1)-(6) 
of Proposition 2.2. 
Let R 1, Q1 T ll; R 1, S 1 ]- kl; R I (~ i )  Q~ for i ~ n - 3; Ql(~i  -k 1) S 1. 
Without loss of generality, assume Q ~/, S ~ k. Let P ~ l n k; let R a ~ l 
and R2~k such that R 1 - -R l l=R21.  Assume 1 lnk l=R 1. Then 
P(~n-  1)R, so Q(~i)P and Q(~i -k  1)S. Then condition (7) implies 
that I l n k [ >~ r. Then (4.3) implies ] 11 n /c  1 ] ~ r. By the contradiction, 
we conclude that I 11 n k 1 I > 1. Hence zr 1 satisfies condition (7). That 7r 1 
satisfies (4.5) and (4.6) follows by duality. We may now apply the induction 
assumption to conclude that zr I is a strongly (n -- 1)-uniform projective 
H-plane. 
Then by Proposition 3.6, 7r 1 has property A. Using (4.2) and (4.3), 
we see that zr also satisfies property A in all cases except possibly where 
i q- j = n -- 1. Assume that/ ,  k are lines of zr, P is a point of l n k, and 
[ I n k I = r~ < r~. Let Q be any point of l --  k satisfying Q(~'j)P with 
j<n- -  1 - - i .  Then Q(~/~n- 1)k, so Q1 q:k 1. Since [Pc~k 11 ~rCby  
(4.3), there are at least r ~+1 points Q on l such that Q1T k 1. There are 
exactly r~+1 points Q on l such that Q(~n - 1 - i)P. Then every Q on l 
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satisfying Q(~n - 1 - i)P must satisfy Q11 P, i.e., Q(~n - 1)L Then 
Q(~ - 1 - i)P implies Q(~n - 1)L Then rr satisfies property A also 
when i -k j ---- n -- 1. By Corollary 4.4, r is strongly n-uniform. 
The proof of Theorem 4.7 yields the following result. 
THEOREM 4.7A. Let zr be a projective H-plane. Then zr is strongly 
n-uniform if and only i f  zr satisfies conditions (1)-(7) of Proposition 2.2 
together with the duals of conditions (6) and (7). 
Proof. The sufficiency of the nine conditions is demonstrated in the 
proof of Theorem 4.7. Their necessity is a consequence of Theorem 4.7 
and Proposition 2.2. 
5. STRONGLY /'/-UNIFORM DESARGUESIAN PROJECTIVE H-PLANES 
DEFINITION 5.1. A "Desarguesian H-ring" H (also called an "H-ring") 
is an associative ring with identity satisfying the following three conditions: 
(5.1) Every divisor of  zero is a two-sided ivisor of  zero, and the set N 
of divisors of zero is an ideal 
(5.2) Every non-divisor of zero has an inverse. 
(5.3) I f  n, m ~ N, then there is an h ~ H such that nh = m or n = mh; 
and there is a k ~ H such that kn ---- m or n = kin. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let H be an H-ring; IV, its ideal of  divisors of  zero. 
Let H* = H -- N. We define zr(H) to be the incidence structure described 
below. The points of  zr(H) are the sets H*(a, b, e) o f  ordered triples over H 
in which not all of  a, b, c are in N. We shall frequently denote a point by 
a single representative of this set such as r(a, b, c) or simply (a, b, c). 
Similarly, each line of  zr(H) is a set (e,f, g)H* with not all of  e, f ,  g in N. 
The point r(a, b, c) will lie on the line (e, f, g)r i f  and only i f  the matrix 
product [ab c][ef g]V= [0]. One calls zr(H) "the projective H-plane 
over H." A projective H-plane is called "Desarguesian" i f and only i f  it is 
a projective H-plane over some H-ring. 
Klingenberg [4, Satz. 28] has proved that 7r(H) is a projective H-plane 
for every H-ring H. The author has proved the following lemma 
[1, Lemrna 5.3]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let H be a finite H-ring. Let s, t be the invariants for ~r(H). 
Then s = o(H), t : o(N). 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let  H be a f inite H-ring. Let  o (H/N)  = r. Then there is a 
non-negative integer u and an element n G N such that the fol lowing properties 
hoM: 
(1) Pin = N. 
(2) The degree o f  nilpotence o f  n is u q- 1. 
(3) N u+l = 0. 
(4) o(H) = r~+:; o(N) : r ~. 
Proof.  I f  N =7~ 0, let 0 =/= n: G N. I f  Hn: -7~ N, choose n2 ~ N ~ Hn: .  
Then nl ~ Hn~ , so Hn: C Hn2 . Since n~ G Hn2 --  Hn:  , Hn l  = Hn2 9 Since 
N is finite, we obtain thus an element n G N such that Hn ~ N. Denote 
the degree of  nilpotence of  n by u q- 1. (If t7 ~- 0, take u = 0.) Let 
h:n ..... hu+ln ~ N. Then 
(h~+:n) ... (h~n)(hln) = (h~,+:n) ... (h~nhl)n 
(hu+ln) "'" (k:n)n 
-~ kun u+: = O. 
Thus N ~'+1 ~ 0. 
For  each m e N, m = hln for some h: G H. I f  hi e N,  m = h~n ~. Thus 
m = hin ~ where h iGH*  and 1 ~ i ~ u -~ 1. Define q~ from H to N by 
cp(h) = hn for each h e H. Then r is a homomorphism of  the additive 
group of  H onto N. Let m = hn~ with 1 ~< i and h G H*. Then m G ker(~) 
if and only if i >/u.  Thus ker(~) = Hn ~, and o(Hn ~) = o(ker q~) = 
o(H) /o(N)  = o (H/N)  = r. Now q~ restricted to Hn i is a homomorphism 
onto Hn ~+: with kernel Hn u C Hn i whenever 0 ~< i ~ u. Then o(H) = 
r . o(Hn) = r 2 . o(Hn ~) = r ~+: . o(Hn ~+:) = r ~+1, and o(N)  = o(H)/r  = r ~. 
For  h ~ H*, we define o(h) to be the multiplicative order of  h, i.e., the 
smallest positive integer m for which h ~ = 1. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let  H be a f inite H-ring. Then there exist non-negative 
integers r, u with r ~ 0 such that o(H)  -~ r u+:, o(N) = r u. N contains an 
element n nilpotent o f  degree u -~ 1. There is an h G H*  such that 
o(h) = r - -  1. Given any such n, h, all the elements o f  H have unique 
representations o f the fo rm 
• c%hi~k)n~ 
k=0 
where each c~ ~ {0, 1} and each i(k) ~ {1, 2,..., r --  1}. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, the existence of r, u, and n is assured. Since H/N 
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is a Galois field of order r, there is a coset hi -t- N whose multiplicative 
order in H/N is r - -  1. Let o(h~ -1) = m. Then o(hO = m(r -  1). Let 
h = hi ~. Then o(h) = r - -  1. 
Assume h i - -  h j ~ N for r - -  1 ~> i > j ~> 1. Then hJ(h i-~ --  1) ~ N. 
Since h j (~ N,  (h i- j  - -  1) e N,  i.e., [h~ (i-~) - -  1] ~ N. Since o(hl -k N)  = r - -  1, 
(r - -1 )  I ra(i --  j). This implies that the greatest common divisor 
(r --  1, m) =/= 1, because (r - -  1) -~ (i - -  j). We will reach a contradiction 
by showing that (r - -  1, m) = 1. This we will do by showing that m(r - -  1), 
the order of h~, divides (s -- t) = t(r - -  1) so that m must divide t = r ". 
Let ~ ~-{h l i : i  = 1,2,.. . ,O(hl)}. Clearly (A~H, kS= H*.  Assume 
klh l  i = k2hl j. Then klhi, +~ = k2h[ +~ for l = 1, 2 ..... o(h0; and k l~ = k2~. 
Then H*  is the union of disjoint sets, each containing o(hO elements. Then 
o(hl) 1 o(H*),  i.e., m(r - -  1) 1 (s - -  t). Having reached the anticipated 
contradiction, we conclude that h ~-  h ~ ~ N for any L J for which 
r - -1  >~i>j>/1 .  
Assume that 
~ c%hi(~)n ~ = ~ ~hJ(k)nk, 
lc=O k=O 
Then 
(a~h i(k) --flkhr = O. 
k=O 
Then ~0 h"~ --/3o hi(~ ~ N, and hence, is equal to zero. Factoring out 
successive powers of n, we see that ~kh "k) - -  flkh j(k~ = 0 for every k. Then 
each element of H has at most one representation i the specified form. 
Since there are r u+x = s such representations and s elements in /4 ,  each 
element of H has exactly one representation i the specified form. 
TrlZOREM 5.4. Every f inite Desarguesian projective H-plane rr is strongly 
n-uniform fo r  some posit ive integer n. 
Proof. Let 7r = 7r(H). By Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.3, we may assume 
that s = o(H)  = r u+l, t ---- o(N)  = r u for some integers r, u. We will show 
that ~r is strongly (u -k 1)-uniform. 
By Theorem 4.7A, it is sufficient o show that zr satisfies conditions (1)-(7) 
of  Proposit ion 2.2 and the duals of  conditions (6) and (7) with n = u -k 1. 
Let H*  be the anti- isomorphic opy of H, zr* = ~r(H*). Then H*  is an 
H-ring, and ~r* is a Desarguesian projective H-plane with the same 
invariants as ~-. Hence, if  we can prove that 7r has any property, it will 
follow that zr* has the same property. Clearly ~r* is isomorphic to the dual 
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of ~r. Thus, if we can prove that ~r has some property, it will follow that zr 
has the dual property as well. Since conditions (2) and (3) of Proposition 2.2 
are dual and since conditions (4) and (5) are also dual, it suffices to prove 
that ~- satisfies conditions (1), (3), (5), (6), and (7). 
We have already seen that ~r satisfies condition (1). We show next that zr 
satisfies condition (3). Let P and Q be distinct neighbor points.Klingenberg 
has proved [4, Satz 27] that P and Q may be represented by triples 
(cl, cs, c3) and (dl, d2, d3) such that ci -- di ~ N for i : 1, 2, 3. For at 
least one i, ei r N and dir  N. To be specific, assume l ,  d l r  N. Using (5.2), 
one easily sees that P and Q may then be represented by triples (1, a2, a3) 
and (1, bs, b3) where (as -  b2) and (a3-  bz) are elements of N. By 
Theorem 5.3, we may write 
(5.4) as -- bs = ~ c~khi(k)n k,
(5.5) aa - -  b3 = ~ fil~hJ(k)nk, 
Ic=K 
wherel  ~<J ,K~<u+land~=f iK= 1. 
To be specific, assume that J ~ g. Let l = (hi, hs, h3) be any line 
joining P and Q. Not both hs, h8 can be in N, for, if they were, either of 
the following equations would imply hi ~ N : 0 = hi q- ashs + aaha = 
hi + b~hs + baha. We have 
(5.6) (as - -  b2) hs = (aa - -  b3)( - -h3) .  
Because we are assuming J ~< K, h3 ~ N would imply h~ ~ N. Then ha ~ N, 
and we can write I = (hlh~ 1, h2h~ 1, 1) = (kl, ks, 1). Let g be an arbitrary 
line through P and Q. Then g = (h, k, 1) for some h, k ~ H. Using (5.6) 
and the fact that P, Q ~ l, g, one sees that 
(as - -  b2) ks = (bs -- az) = (as - -  b2)k. 
Then (as --  b~)(k~ -- k) = 0, so 
(5.7) k = k2 +m0,  
where mo has the form 
(5.8) m 0 -.~ 7khZ(k~nk. 
k=u+l--J 
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Since 0=k l+a2k2+a3=h+ask+as=h+as(ks+m0)+a3,  h 
must satisfy 
(5.9) h = kl -- a2mo . 
Conversely, if (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9) are satisfied, then P, Q s (h, k, 1). 
Since there are r s choices for m0, P and Q are joined by exactly r J distinct 
lines. Similarly, if K ~ J, P and Q are joined by r h" distinct lines. Since 
P 3& Q, not both J, K = u + 1. This completes the verification that 7r 
satisfies condition (3). 
We prove next that ~r satisfies condition (6). Assume that P = (1, as ,  a3), 
Q = (1, b2, b3), R-----(1, cs, c3), and P(~,i)Q, Q(~i)R. Then, in the 
summations (5.4) and (5.5), i ~ J, K; so (aj - -  bj) n ~+1-i = 0 fo r j  = 1, 2. 
Similarly (bj - -  cj) m +1-~ = 0 for j ---- 1, 2. Then (aj - -  cj) n "+x-~ = 0 for 
j ---- 1, 2; and thus P(,~i)R. 
To prove that ~r satisfies condition (5), let 
P = (1, a2, a3) ~ l = (k l ,  k2,1) .  
Let i be a fixed integer such that 1 < i ~ u + 1. Let Q be any point of l 
such that P(,~i)Q. Then Q = (1, bs,  b3) and J, K ) i in (5.4) and in (5.5). 
There are exactly r "+1-~ choices of  bs which will make J >~ i. Also each 
such choice of  b2 determines ba, since k~ + b2k2 + bz must be zero. Then 
there are at most r u+t-~ points Q on l which satisfy Q(~i)P. To see that 
there are exactly r u+l-*, we must show that every choice of  b2 and bn as 
above is satisfactory. But b3 is chosen so that (1, b2, b3)~ L Then it is 
sufficient o show that, for every choice of  b2 and b3, Q(,~i)P. Thus it is 
sufficient o show that, for each choice of bs and ba, K ~> i. Now 
(a3 --  b3) n u+l-~ = (as - -  b2)(--ks) nu+l-~ 
which is equal to zero by Lemma 5.2 (3). Then K >/ J />  i. We have 
proved that there are exactly r ~+1-* points Q on l such that Q(~-,i)P, i.e., 
that rr satisfies condition (5). 
Let P = (1, a2, a3); O = (1, b2, ba); P("~i)Q; P, O e l = (k l ,  k2 ,1) ;  
Q(~,i + 1)R = (1, c2, c3); P, R e g = (hi,  h2, h3). Then in (5.4) and (5.5), 
we have i = J ~ K or i ---- K < J. Without loss of  generality, we treat 
the former case. Let 
S = (1, as + n ~', aa - n"ks). 
Then S e/ .  Also S e g is equivalent o 
h~ + (a2 + n") h~ + (a3 --  n"k2) h3 = O, 
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which is equivalent o nu(h2-  k2ha) = 0 which, by Lemma 5.2 (3), is 
equivalent to ha --  k2h3 ~ N. 






hi -~- a2h2 + aah3 = O. 
hi + c2h2 + c~ha = O. 
(kl  + a2k2 + a3) ha = 0. 
(kl @ b2k2 + b3) h3 = 0. 
Adding (5.11) and (5.12) and subtracting (5.10) and (5.13) yields 
(b2 - -  a2)(h2 - -  k2h3) + (c2 - -  b2) h2 + (c3 --  b3) h3 = 0. 
I f  (h2 --  kah3) 6 N,  let h4 = (h2 --  kah3) -1. Then 
(5.14) (ba --  a2) + (c2 - -  ha) bah4 -}- (Ca --  ba) hah4 = O. 
Since Q(~,~i + 1)R, (cj - -  b~) ~ N i+1 fo r j  = 1, 2. Then multiplying (5.14) 
by n u-i and applying Lemma 5.2 (3) yields (b~ - -  a~) n ~-i = 0. However, 
since J = i in (5.4), (b2 - -  a2) n ~-i = hit"~)n~ =/= O. From this contradiction, 
we conclude that ha --  k2ha ~ N. Then S ~ g, and [ l r~ g [ > 1. Then ~r 
satisfies condition (7). By the initial remarks, zr is strongly n-uniform. 
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